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Background: The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Office of Rural Health
(ORH) supports national VA program offices’ efforts to expand health care
to rural Veterans through its Enterprise-Wide Initiatives (EWIs) program. In
2017, ORH selected Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, and
Maintenance (RE-AIM), an implementation science framework, to structure the
EWI evaluation and reporting process. As part of its mandate to improve EWI
program evaluation, the Center for the Evaluation of Enterprise-Wide Initiatives
conducted a qualitative evaluation to better understand EWI team’ perceptions
of, and barriers and facilitators to, the EWI evaluation process.
Methods: We conducted 43 semi-structured interviews with 48 team members
(e.g., evaluators, program office leads, and field-based leads) representing
21 EWIs from April-December 2020. Questions focused on participants’
experiences using strategies targeting each RE-AIM dimension. Interviews
were inductively analyzed in MAXQDA. We also systematically reviewed 51
FY19-FY20 EWI annual reports to identify trends in misapplications of RE-AIM.
Results: Participants had differing levels of experience with RE-AIM. While
participants understood ORH’s rationale for selecting a common framework
to structure evaluations, the perceived misalignment between RE-AIM
and EWIs’ work emerged as an important theme. Concerns centered around
Abbreviations

CEEWI, Center for the Evaluation of Enterprise-Wide Initiatives; CFIR, Consolidated Framework for
Implementation Research; EWI, Enterprise-Wide Initiatives; ORH, Office of Rural Health; PARiHS,
Promoting Action on Research Implementation in Health Services; QUERI, Quality Enhancement
Research Initiative; VA, Department of Veterans Affairs; VHA, Veterans Health Administration.
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3 sub-themes: (1) (Mis)Alignment with RE-AIM Dimensions, (2) (Mis)Alignment
between RE-AIM and the EWI, and (3) (Mis)Alignment with RE-AIM vs. other
Theories, Models, or Frameworks. Participants described challenges
differentiating between and operationalizing dimensions in unique contexts.
Participants also had misconceptions about RE-AIM and its relevance to their
work, e.g., that it was meant for established programs and did not capture
aspects of initiative planning, adaptations, or sustainability. Less commonly,
participants shared alternative models or frameworks to RE-AIM. Despite
criticisms, many participants found RE-AIM useful, cited training as important to
understanding its application, and identified additional training as a future need.
Discussion: The selection of a shared implementation science framework can be
beneficial, but also challenging when applied to diverse initiatives or contexts. Our
findings suggest that establishing a common understanding, operationalizing
framework dimensions for specific programs, and assessing training needs may
better equip partners to integrate a shared framework into their evaluations.
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1 Introduction

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Veterans Health

Administration (VHA) is the largest health care entity in the

United States, with 153 VA health care systems nationwide

coordinated by a central office. Rural Veterans account for

approximately 2.7 million of those enrolled in VHA (1). The

VHA Office of Rural Health (ORH) seeks to improve access to

health care through support of innovative programs for Veterans

living in rural areas. As part of this goal, ORH sponsored the

creation of the Enterprise-Wide Initiatives (EWI) program in

2016. National VA program offices select initiatives to apply for

ORH funding on an annual basis and manage the administrative

goals of the program. EWIs are typically funded in 3 to 5-year

cycles and address a wide variety of issues ranging from mental

health, specialty, and primary care access, to staff training and

education on various topics, with the goal to improve the health

of rural Veterans (descriptions of various EWIs can be found on

the ORH EWI Program webpage at https://www.ruralhealth.va.

gov/providers/Enterprise_Wide_Initiatives.asp). As part of the

program funding cycle, EWIs report annually on the

implementation and evaluation of the previous year’s activities.

The evaluation component of the EWI program has evolved

over time as ORH has sought to strengthen its mission to

disseminate evidence-based healthcare solutions and best

practices to better meet the needs of rural Veterans who depend

on VHA’s services (2). ORH initially began requiring evaluations

for EWIs in 2017. National program offices charged with

overseeing individual EWIs connect evaluation teams with field-

based staff who implement EWIs locally. Evaluation teams

typically include members of VA’s Health Services Research &

Development service or Quality Enhancement Research Initiative

(QUERI) with expertise in health services research, evaluation, and

implementation science. ORH selected the Reach, Effectiveness,

Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance (RE-AIM)

Framework to structure the evaluations and standardize the

reporting process across EWIs. Given the EWI program’s focus on
02
improving access for rural Veterans, RE-AIM was selected first

due to its emphasis on reach and access, and second due to its

intuitiveness and practical applications across varied contexts.

The RE-AIM Framework has been widely used and cited

in public health and implementation research and evaluation

since its introduction in 1999 (3, 4). Developed as a pragmatic

framework to evaluate health promotion interventions in real-

world settings, RE-AIM’s goal was to improve how individuals

engaged in translating health promotion interventions into

practice report on the factors that influence implementation in

various settings. Its pragmatic nature was intended as a

counterbalance to “the efficacy-based research paradigm”

prevalent at the time that emphasized findings on efficacy and

internal validity in the literature (3). Under this paradigm,

reporting on important aspects of the intervention and its

implementation necessary to evaluate generalizability were

often neglected. Such examples include implementation context

and setting, participant representativeness and homogeneity,

and sustainability.

Rather than focus on implementation in what Gaglio et al. term

“optimal efficiency conditions,” the RE-AIM Framework promoted

transparent reporting in specific dimensions across the spectrum of

translational science and a focus on both internal and external

validity (5, 6). RE-AIM consists of five dimensions that

together contribute to a given intervention’s impact on public

health: Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, and

Maintenance (3, 6). Although Glasgow et al. noted the combined

value of all five dimensions in providing a more complete

picture, key publications also discuss the pragmatic use of RE-

AIM and acknowledge that the extent to which each is assessed

might vary based on individual study needs (4, 7, 8). The RE-

AIM dimensions are defined in Table 1 (3).

In the first evaluation year, EWIs were instructed to integrate

RE-AIM into their annual reporting, however, limited guidance

was provided, and its use was not strictly enforced. In 2019,

ORH partnered with QUERI to create the Center for the

Evaluation of Enterprise-Wide Initiatives (CEEWI) with the
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 RE-AIM dimensions and definitions.

Dimension Definitiona EWI program
operationalized definitionb

Reach Proportion of the
target population that
participated in the
intervention

WHO is (was) intended tobenefit andwho
actually participates or is exposed to the
EWI?Measured by number and similarity
of participants to your target group.

The absolute number, proportion, and
representativeness of individuals who are
willing to participate in an EWI.

Effectiveness Success rate if
implemented as in
guidelines; defined as
positive outcomes
minus negative
outcomes

WHAT are (were) the most important
benefits you are trying to achieve and
what is (was) the likelihood of
negative outcomes? Measured by change
on key outcome(s) and consistency
across subgroups.

The impact of an intervention on
important outcomes, including potential
negative effects, quality of life, and
economic outcomes.

Adoption Proportion of
settings, practices,
and plans that will
adopt this
intervention

WHERE is (was) the EWI applied and
WHO applied it? Measured by what
settings and staff take up the EWI and
which do not.

The absolute number, proportion and
representativeness of settings and staff
who initiate the EWI.

Implementation Extent to which the
intervention is
implemented as
intended in the real
world

HOW consistently is (was) the EWI
delivered, HOWwill it be (was it) adapted,
HOWmuch will (did) it cost, and WHY
will (did) the results come about?

How closely did the facilities and staff
adhere to the various elements of an
EWI’s protocol, including consistency of
delivery as intended and the time and
cost of the intervention?

Maintenance Extent to which a
program is sustained
over time

WHEN will (was) the EWI operational;
how long will (was) it be sustained (setting
level); and how long are the results
sustained (individual level)? Measured by
longevity of effects (individual level) and
EWI sustainability (setting level).

The extent to which the EWI becomes
institutionalized or part of the routine
organizational practices and policies.

aRE-AIM dimensions as defined by Glasgow et al. (3).
bRE-AIM dimensions as defined for operationalization in the EWI program (9).

FIGURE 1

Timeline of the EWI program and related evaluation activities.
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mandate to: (1) Standardize evaluation reporting across EWIs, (2)

Provide training and technical assistance to partners (e.g., VA

program offices, EWI evaluators), (3) Assess EWI planning,

implementation, and evaluation processes, (4) Identify EWI

impacts/outcomes and strategies for sustainment, and (5) Share

best practices with EWIs and other partners. CEEWI consists of

a project manager (EB) and analysts, overseen by a director

(HSR), with input provided by advisors (KA, BR) with expertise

in implementation science and evaluation. Analysts in CEEWI

have roles in research, evaluation, and operations, with expertise

in qualitative and ethnographic methods (e.g., interviews,

observation, qualitative coding).

In late 2019, CEEWI began working with EWIs that have an

evaluation component and developed a standard annual reporting

template incorporating RE-AIM for roll-out in 2020. As part of
Frontiers in Health Services 03
this process, CEEWI provided reporting guidance that included

operationalized RE-AIM dimension definitions for the EWI

program (Table 1). Our definitions drew on the pragmatic

planning questions for RE-AIM dimensions developed by

Estabrooks and Glasgow (7). During the 2020 reporting period

(and continuing in subsequent years), CEEWI also held virtual

information sessions to review information related to the

annual reports and office hours where EWIs could ask

questions specifically related to their own programs. Analysts

systematically review reports annually to evaluate each EWI’s

use of RE-AIM, identify future training and technical assistance

needs, and provide feedback to EWIs and other partners. Since

2020, CEEWI has continued to refine reporting standards and

provide updated reporting guidance to EWIs each year. See

Figure 1 for a timeline of the EWI program and related

evaluation activities.

As part of CEEWI’s evaluation of the EWI program, we

conducted: (1) interviews with EWI team members to better

understand their experiences with the implementation and

evaluation process, and (2) a systematic review of EWI annual

reports for FY19 and FY20. Although not an initial focus of the

interviews, an important theme identified during analysis of

interview data related to participants’ perceptions that the RE-

AIM Framework did not fully capture their EWI work. This

inductive analytical work directed the CEEWI team back to the

annual reports, and a re-examination of how this perceived

misalignment between RE-AIM and EWIs’ work was reflected

in their reporting. In this manuscript, we share findings from

these CEEWI evaluation activities focused on ways in which

EWI team members perceived misalignment between the RE-

AIM Framework and their EWI implementation and evaluation

activities, and how these will inform future training and

guidance for program improvement.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study context

ORH reviews and selects which EWIs will be funded on an

annual basis, with the specific number of EWIs varying based on

the Office’s total budget for that year. Each year, new EWIs may

be initiated, some existing EWIs may be re-funded, and funding

for others may end. All EWI team members who participated in

interviews for CEEWI’s evaluation represented EWIs that

submitted an annual evaluation report in FY19 (October 1,

2018–September 30, 2019). The FY19 reporting cycle was the

year prior to CEEWI’s implementation of the standardized

reporting template and guidance.
2.2 Data collection

We conducted 43 semi-structured interviews with 48 EWI

team members representing 21 EWIs from April–December

2020. We recruited participants via email using a purposeful

sampling approach (10). CEEWI identified three categories of

participants who could provide in-depth information about

implementation and evaluation processes: members of the

evaluation teams (“evaluators”), staff at VA national program

offices (“program office leads”), and field-based lead team

members (“field-based leads”). ORH program analysts then

identified potential participants within these categories.

Recruitment also included a snowball technique where those

potential participants were asked to identify others who could

best speak to the activities of interest.

The CEEWI director developed the interview guide as part of the

research design process. Questions were informed by implementation

science and the RE-AIM Framework, with particular focus on

evaluation measures and implementation strategies within each of the

RE-AIM dimensions that were used or considered by the EWIs.

Interviews did not initially focus on perceptions of misalignment

between RE-AIM and the EWIs’ activities, however, participants

themselves broached the topic in their responses to various questions.

The director (HSR), project manager (EB), and 3 analysts (JM, MS,

JVT) conducted all interviews. Prior to each interview, the

interviewers read the relevant EWI annual report and tailored the

interview guide questions as needed to reflect the EWI’s context (e.g.,

core components, outcome measures) and the participant’s role (i.e.,

evaluator vs. program office lead vs. field-based lead). All study

activities were reviewed by the University of Iowa Institutional Review

Board (#202001043) and deemed to be quality improvement work.

Annual reports submitted by EWIs for FY19 and FY20 were

analyzed as data to investigate EWIs’ understanding and

application of RE-AIM dimensions over time. In FY19, EWIs

were asked to use RE-AIM to structure their reports but little

additional guidance was provided resulting in non-standardized

reporting practices. Following initial review of FY19 reports,

CEEWI recognized the need to create standardization in the

reporting process to facilitate more consistent cross-EWI

comparisons. Thus, CEEWI disseminated a standard report
Frontiers in Health Services 04
template for use by all EWIs for their FY20 reports. We

organized the standardized report template to emphasize the RE-

AIM dimensions and collect essential information from each

EWI (see Supplementary Appendix A). We also created an

updated RE-AIM guidance document that included

operationalized RE-AIM dimension definitions for the ORH EWI

program that EWIs could reference when preparing their reports

(see Supplementary Appendix B). For the years reported here,

the number of EWIs that submitted annual reports ranged from

23 (FY19) to 28 (FY20).
2.3 Data analysis

We conducted 43 interviews, which averaged 51 min in length

(range 20–77 min). Interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed,

and imported into MAXQDA qualitative data management

software (11). Two CEEWI analysts (NJ, JVT) developed a

codebook through an inductive coding process. Inductive coding

was chosen due to the heterogenous nature of the data. The two

analysts coded all transcripts together, resolving disagreements

through discussion to reach consensus. Again, while not a focus

of the interviews, some participants discussed their perceptions

that their EWI implementation and evaluation work was not

adequately captured by the RE-AIM Framework. Analysts

developed the code (Mis)Alignment with RE-AIM to address

these concerns and identified this as an important theme in the

data. Illustrative quotations from the interviews included in this

manuscript have been lightly edited to remove word repetitions

(e.g., stammering) and verbal hesitations (e.g., “um”) and to

protect confidentiality.

CEEWI analysts systematically reviewed all EWI annual reports

submitted in FY19 and FY20 to evaluate their use of RE-AIM and

identify training and technical assistance need. During this review,

analysts coded reports in MAXQDA using a primarily deductive

codebook developed by the CEEWI team. Two deductive codes

captured: (1) what was included under each RE-AIM dimension

in the report, and (2) occurrence of misalignment between what

was reported and how the dimension was defined in CEEWI

guidance. As part of this process, CEEWI team members met

weekly to discuss coding and reach consensus on questions of

misalignment. During these discussions, we relied on the

operationalized RE-AIM dimension definitions in the RE-AIM

guidance document we developed (see Supplementary Appendix B)

to assess misalignment. When concerns could not be resolved

within the CEEWI team, we invited our RE-AIM expert advisor

(BR) to provide additional interpretation. To better understand how

the perceptions and experiences described by interview participants

under this theme might be reflected in EWIs work more broadly,

two analysts (MS, EC) then reviewed the coded sections of FY19 and

FY20 annual reports in which EWIs had reported implementation

and evaluation strategies and outcomes under the incorrect RE-AIM

dimension. Through this process, the CEEWI team also noted

potential training needs related to the misclassifications. For

example, if an EWI reported the number of healthcare workers who

participated in an intervention under Reach rather than Adoption,
frontiersin.org
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wewould note the presence of a section incorrectly labeled as Reach in

that report and log a need for training to clarify that number of

healthcare workers who participate in an intervention should be

reported as an Adoption outcome.
TABLE 3 Number of interviews and participants’ roles by EWI.

EWI Interviews Participants’ roles

(N = 43) (N = 48)
A #1 Evaluator

#2 Evaluator

#3 Field-based Lead

B #1 Program Office Lead/Evaluator, Program Office Lead

#2 Evaluator, Field-based Lead/Evaluator

C #1 Evaluator, Field-based Lead, Program Office Lead

D #1a Evaluator

E #1a Evaluator

F #1 Evaluator

#2 Program Office Lead 1, Program Office Lead 2, Program
Office Lead 3, Program Office Lead 4

#3 Field-based Lead

G #1 Evaluator

#2 Evaluator, Field-based Lead 1, Field-based Lead 2

H #1 Evaluator 1, Evaluator 2

I #1b Evaluator

#2b Evaluator

#3 Field-based Lead

J #1b Evaluator

#2b Evaluator

#3 Program Office Lead 1, Program Office Lead 2

K #1 Evaluator, Field-based Lead

L #1 Evaluator

#2 Evaluator, Field-based Lead

M #1 Evaluator, Program office Lead

N #1 Evaluator

#2 Evaluator

O #1 Evaluator

#2 Field-based Lead

#3 Program Office Lead

P #1 Evaluator 1, Evaluator 2, Evaluator 3

#2 Field-based Lead

Q #1 Evaluator 1, Evaluator 2

R #1 Evaluator

#2 Evaluator
3 Results

Interview participants included evaluators, program office leads,

and field-based leads, all of whom had different professional

backgrounds and training. In some cases, participants filled

multiple roles, e.g., a program office lead who also evaluated an

EWI (e.g., “Program Office Lead/Evaluator”) or the same role for

multiple EWIs (e.g., “Evaluator, EWI-I/EWI-J”). Some EWIs also

had more than one individual fulfilling a given role (e.g., denoted

by “Evaluator 1”, “Evaluator 2”, etc.). We report the EWIs

represented by participants in each ORH EWI category in Table 2.

Number of interviews conducted per EWI, and participants’ EWI

team roles are reported in Table 3. Participants are summarized

by role in Table 4. Based on our systematic review of EWI annual

reports, the number of reports that reported implementation and

evaluation strategies and outcomes under the incorrect RE-AIM

dimension are reported in Figure 2. Specific results related to our

review of annual reports are shared in more detail in subsequent

sections where relevant to interview findings. Illustrative

quotations included in this manuscript have been lightly edited to

remove word repetitions (e.g., stammering) and verbal hesitations

(e.g., “um”) and to protect confidentiality.

Generally, participants understood the rationale underlying

ORH’s decision to select a standard implementation science

framework for the EWI program. They recognized the benefit

of having “uniformity of reporting standards, across EWIs”

(Program Office Lead/Evaluator, EWI-B) and that a common

framework would allow for cross-EWI comparisons to be

made regarding strategies used and outcomes reported. One

participant summarized:

I think it will initially be challenging to look at it in this

framework, but I understand also the process is, as I’ve

mentioned before, some sort of standard framework, and so

if you’re gonna pick one, you need some time for everybody

to align with it and understand how to use it well.

(Evaluator, EWI-M)
TABLE 2 EWIs by ORH categories.

ORH category EWIs

(n, %)
Specialty Care 11 (52.3)

Mental Health 3 (14.3)

Primary Care 2 (9.5)

Workforce Training & Education 2 (9.5)

Care Coordination 1 (4.8)

Innovation 1 (4.8)

VA Video Connect 1 (4.8)

Total 21 (100.0)

Frontiers in Health Services 05
However, many participants felt there was inadequate initial

training and communication provided when the requirement to

use RE-AIM was first rolled out. This feedback echoed the needs

identified by the Evaluator above, in that EWI teams needed

time to orient to and understand RE-AIM. One participant

reported their evaluation team was not aware that RE-AIM had

been chosen as a framework until “their quarterly report…came
#3 Field-based Lead

#4 Field-based Lead

S #1 Evaluator

#2 Evaluator

#3 Field-based Lead

#4 Field-based Lead

T #1 Evaluator 1, Evaluator 2

#2 Evaluator 1, Evaluator 2, Evaluator 3

#3 Program Office Lead

U #1 Evaluator

#2 Evaluator

aWe conducted 1 interview that included a participant representing both EWI-D

and EWI-E.
bWe conducted 2 interviews that included a participant representing both EWI-I

and EWI-J.
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TABLE 4 Participants by role.

Participant role Participants

(n, %)
Evaluator 26 (54.1)

Program Office Lead 9 (18.8)

Field-based Lead 11 (22.9)

Dual Role

Program Office Lead/Evaluator 1 (2.1)

Field-based Lead/Evaluator 1 (2.1)

Total 48 (100.0)

Chasco et al. 10.3389/frhs.2024.1278209
back to them and they had to redo it in the appropriate format”

(Program Office Lead, EWI-T). Another stated that, “We don’t

have a common understanding, people are not trained in how to

really operationalize RE-AIM” (Evaluator, EWI-A).

In describing their subsequent experiences integrating RE-AIM

into their evaluations, participants frequently reflected on what they

perceived as a misalignment between their EWI activities and the

framework itself. Sometimes, this misalignment was due to

participants’misconceptions about RE-AIM’s design or applications,

but not in all cases. We categorized their responses under 3 sub-

themes: (1) (Mis)Alignment with RE-AIM Dimensions, (2) (Mis)

Alignment between RE-AIM and the EWI, and (3) (Mis)Alignment

with RE-AIM vs. other Theories, Models, or Frameworks. We

describe these sub-themes in more detail below.
3.1 (Mis)Alignment with RE-AIM dimensions

Participants’ described challenges applying the dimensions of

the RE-AIM Framework in practice. These challenges were
FIGURE 2

Reports with incorrectly labeled RE-AIM dimensions, FY19-20. aCEEWI intro
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heightened for those who were relatively new to RE-AIM. One

participant, reflecting on whether the framework could capture

appropriate levels of nuance, concluded “And I will say, I don’t

know yet, because I’m still learning the concepts” (Evaluator,

EWI-M). Another emphasized that requiring EWIs to structure

reports by the RE-AIM dimensions would not necessarily translate

to deeper understanding of how to apply RE-AIM in practice:

And we have on paper some RE-AIM measures, for each one of

[the dimensions]. But I think the utility and the usefulness and

the ways in which VA uses it is what’s lacking…And so, we’re

flawed at the ability to compare across projects…you should be

able to compare Reach across projects, but you can’t because

my denominator and the next program is gonna be different.

(Evaluator, EWI-A).

Some participants perceived a misalignment between the

structure imposed by the RE-AIM dimensions and the way they

had previously thought about reporting outcomes. For example,

some EWIs pre-selected participating sites, making Adoption

awkward to measure: “…the adoption is one of the things

that we sort of struggled with, because…the adoption is sort

of pre-determined, in terms of how the sites were already

selected…” (Evaluator, EWI-I/EWI-J). In such cases, participants

felt aligning their EWI activities with the RE-AIM dimensions

required a shift in mindset.

I mean, it’s not that it’s not in English. It’s sometimes words in

different constructs have different meanings since there’s

subtlety there….it doesn’t seem like an overly burdensome

way [to report], it’s just some of it’s a different way of

looking at things. (Evaluator, EWI-M)
duced a standardized report and updated RE-AIM guidance in 2020.
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I’m not sure if learning collaborative call satisfaction fits that

well into Adoption, but I think it shows that the people who

are supposed to be delivering the intervention have adopted

the intervention. (Evaluator, EWI-U)

Furthermore, EWIs had not necessarily designed their

initiatives or evaluations with RE-AIM in mind, therefore writing

the FY19 annual reports required them to decide under which

dimension information “fit” best. A field-based lead who was

new to RE-AIM described this process, saying, “I feel like the

content that we want to include in our year-end report has a

home somewhere in that evaluation format, and we’ve managed

to tuck things away that we want to communicate” (Field-based

Lead, EWI-K). Yet, the alignment between RE-AIM dimensions

and existing EWI activities was not always intuitive. Some

participants struggled to articulate their reasoning for reporting

activities under a specific dimension. For example, when an

interviewer asked an evaluator which RE-AIM dimension was the

best match for a particular strategy their EWI had used, the

participant responded:

Um, well, would it be too obvious to say that it fits in [the]

Implementation section? I guess that would be kind of an

easy answer…maybe it would also kind of fit under

Effectiveness…I’m trying to think of the previous report and

how exactly we reported it. (Evaluator, EWI-S)

Another evaluator described their reason for reporting what

would typically be an Adoption measure (i.e., facilities and/or

providers participating in a program) under Reach:

So, we kind of looked at the system from the perspective of the

facility and the providers. Now, in terms of facilities, well, you

know, the facilities are the ones that applied to the program,

so…did it reach the facility that it was supposed to reach?

(Evaluator, EWI-I / EWI-J)

To cope with the perceived misalignment between RE-AIM

dimensions and their activities, many participants described re-

defining dimensions in ways they felt better captured their

initiatives. One EWI redefined Adoption to mean the number of

referrals to their program and reflected, “I think Adoption was the

hardest measure for us to define because [EWI-U] is sort of like a

one-person role…” (Evaluator, EWI-U). Others did not specify

which domains they re-defined, but described a similar process:

…I don’t think the way we did it is necessarily the traditional

way of doing it, it’s just the way that worked with the program

that we’re dealing with. (Evaluator, EWI-I/EWI-J)

In reviewing annual reports, we found evidence of both

dimension redefinition and misconceptions about their

applications. EWIs most frequently incorrectly labeled

information as Reach (in 52.2% and 35.7% of FY19 and FY20

reports, respectively), Effectiveness (60.9% and 39.3%), and

Adoption (43.5% and 35.7%) that in fact belonged under a
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different dimension. Confusion between Reach and Adoption was

particularly common, likely due to the difficulty EWIs reported

in measuring the number of rural Veterans reached by their

initiatives. Conversely, measuring the number of facilities or

healthcare personnel who participated in an initiative was easier

to do, as illustrated in the quote above from the participant who

defined Reach by number of facilities who participated.

Furthermore, some EWIs were training initiatives, which differed

from non-training initiatives in that the interventions were

specifically aimed at training healthcare personnel rather than

changing Veteran outcomes. Although ORH and CEEWI

conceptualized Reach as rural Veterans reached by a given

initiative, training focused EWIs typically viewed healthcare

personnel as their primary Reach target population, with rural

Veterans as a secondary or downstream target population. This

distinction was a point of resistance that required CEEWI to

provide additional guidance for future annual reports. Other

issues that were incorrectly labeled as Reach but that were

actually related to Adoption included efforts to increase

adoption, barriers/facilitators to adoption, and characteristics of

EWI sites or site requirements for participation. Information

incorrectly labeled Adoption that belonged under Reach included

number of Veterans enrolled in the EWI as a whole or by site,

and how EWIs identified appropriate patients/Veterans.

Under Effectiveness, EWIs most frequently incorrectly labeled

information belonging under Implementation, such as staff

perceptions and insights about EWI implementation, barriers/

facilitators to implementation, staff feedback on implementation,

strategies to improve implementation, and tools developed to

monitor performance at sites. Under Adoption, incorrectly

labeled information belonging under non-Adoption dimensions

included efforts to facilitate implementation and descriptions of

implementation progress at sites (Implementation), intended

Veteran outcomes (Effectiveness), and number of sites sustaining

the EWI (Maintenance).
3.2 (Mis)Alignment between RE-AIM
framework and the EWIs

In working with RE-AIM, participants described adapting the

framework’s dimensions to their specific EWIs’ organizational

structures and settings. This took the form of reporting more

heavily under some dimensions than others, or in redefining or

operationalizing specific dimensions to better align with their

programs, as described above. However, some participants also

felt that RE-AIM as a whole, as an implementation science

framework, did not align with their EWIs.

In many cases, this sense of misalignment was due to

participants’ misconceptions about RE-AIM and why the

framework was developed. A common misconception was that

“it’s geared towards something a little more established”

(Program Office Lead, EWI-B). A participant, an evaluator,

shared, “…it’s meant to be an evaluative framework, so it’s

designed to evaluate an intervention, which works fine if that’s

how all the EWIs are structured, but if someone is doing
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something that’s more formative and they’re just trying to

implement something for the first time…it’s not designed that

way” (Evaluator 1, EWI-Q). These participants felt their EWIs

were not yet at a stage where the RE-AIM Framework, or at least

certain dimensions, could be applied. Participants then had to

decide whether to address the full framework in their reports

(e.g., by retrofitting strategies or outcomes to populate all

dimension sections), or to leave certain dimensions blank.

So, uh, Maintenance is a bit interesting because…the first

couple of years, we almost left it, I want to say that we left it

blank. Because, you know, when you are in the process of

implementing a program, you’re not thinking about

Maintenance…you have five years to do this, you’re

definitely not looking at it in years one and two. You want

to really just try to figure out how to get it started.

(Evaluator, EWI-I/EWI-J)

Related to this, was the misconception that all RE-AIM

dimensions must be reported for the framework to be used

appropriately. Given the diversity across EWIs in initiative type,

program structure, staffing, etc., many participants described

struggling with this idea. EWIs that did workforce training and

education (i.e., targeted to healthcare staff), for example, viewed

Reach (i.e., number of patients or Veterans reached by the

initiative) as a down-stream outcome of their implementation,

one that they could not or had not measured yet, as noted

above. Therefore, they were uncertain what to report for this

dimension. Others reported that their EWIs had not been used

to or set up to capture data that would allow them to report

under certain dimensions and therefore apply the full framework

in their evaluations:

…a lot of EWIs…don’t collect data that allows them to

necessarily assess the effectiveness of any intervention. And I

think a lot of times, you know, multiple interventions or

modifications are made in a similar timeframe so it’s hard to

assess causality. (Evaluator, EWI-O)

Another misconception was that RE-AIM is more focused on

implementation and evaluation rather than planning, adaptation,

or sustainability. Regarding planning and adaptation, one

participant noted that “Even after I started with the program, it

was very much like figuring out what worked and testing it out,

so the RE-AIM was a little more focused on where the program

would have been in two, three, four years” (Program Office Lead,

EWI-B). An evaluator from a different EWI shared how they

spent time talking over the framework and reporting

requirements with the field-based lead during implementation,

stating, “…and if [the program is] effective, you’re reaching

people. I mean, then the question is, ‘Who, who are you

reaching?’” (Evaluator, EWI-L). In other words, participants

described applying RE-AIM retroactively, rather than integrating

it into their planning processes. Other examples of participants’

perceptions around what RE-AIM was best used for included:
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…RE-AIM really focuses on outcomes and productivity…And

that [RE-AIM] was limiting in that it only focused on reach

and access. And not so much quality of the program, or

outcomes for the Veterans. (Program Office Lead/Evaluator,

EWI-B)

…I think the idea that, the intuition when you look at the RE-

AIM is to think in terms of, you know, the implementation of

some kind of program. And you say ‘Okay, well…is it reaching

the people it’s intended for?’ (Evaluator, EWI-I/EWI-J)

Related to participants’ perceptions about RE-AIM’s focus,

participants voiced concerns that using the RE-AIM framework

would encourage different partners (e.g., funders, program

offices) to prioritize certain metrics over others, and thus miss

EWI outcomes that might be poorly captured by the framework.

For example, one participant described the discrepancy between

the metrics their EWI might have prioritized vs. those perceived

to be prioritized by ORH: “And they invested a lot of our assets

into understanding the Reach piece, since that’s what [ORH is]

most interested in” (Evaluator, EWI-D/EWI-E). Interestingly, one

participant felt RE-AIM did not capture outcomes related to

program quality or quality of life and did not link these to

Effectiveness. When asked where in the RE-AIM framework their

EWI placed such information for the report, (s)he said they were

not included, and continued:

Yeah, I kind of like the opportunity to talk about impact on

quality of life, hand-in-hand with increased access. I like

those two things going together. And I, you know, hang

around with true blue implementation science people and the

conversation’s pretty much about…how many did you reach,

and strategizing change around that process. And I feel like

maybe I’m a little more old-fashioned… (Program Office

Lead/Evaluator, EWI-B)

Participants frequently stated that their EWIs had begun

designing their evaluations with reporting requirements for other

entities (e.g., independently funded grant, another VA program

office) in mind prior to ORH’s decision to instate RE-AIM. It

was challenging therefore to navigate competing requirements

between these other entities and ORH. One participant, who

spoke positively of RE-AIM and noted their EWI found a way to

align their evaluation with the framework, still stated that they

only use RE-AIM for ORH but no other reporting that they do.

With the addition of RE-AIM, EWIs had to consider which

entity to prioritize in designing data collection for their evaluation.

…our main response was to [government office] and the things

they asked of us and the things they wanted us to do, and some

of the things they wanted us to measure were driven by their

needs and concerns without that much consideration to RE-

AIM. (Evaluator, EWI-F)

…[VA research center] has collected our data for years. They

collect our data, they produce evaluation reports, and then I
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take that data and put it out into, format it into the way I like to

present it to leadership…I’ve taken your RE-AIM Framework

and put it into that structure. (Field-based Lead, EWI-P)

Finally, participants perceived that RE-AIM Framework was not

sensitive to, or did not capture the nuances of their EWIs.

Contextualizing EWIs was an important challenge cited by

participants: “Then, the other is, it doesn’t necessarily talk about

context unless you stick [context] in there…” (Evaluator 1, EWI-

Q). Participants representing EWIs focused on workforce

education and training reported in both interviews and annual

reports that they felt their training initiatives did not fit the

framework as well as non-training EWIs, for example. Another

participant shared that they felt RE-AIM might work for new

programs, but that what their EWI was implementing “wasn’t

really a new program, it was a new way to deliver an old

program…” (Evaluator, EWI-I / EWI-J). In this case, the initiative

was designed to deliver the existing standard of care in a novel way.
3.3 (Mis)Alignment with RE-AIM vs. other
metrics, models, and frameworks

Finally, some participants described their perceptions that other

metrics, models, or frameworks might better align with their EWI

activities than RE-AIM. This was not true of all EWIs, some of

whom had not previously incorporated a theoretical model or

framework into their implementation and evaluation work:

I don’t know that we worked within a formal framework. In

other words, … [we were] not using an implementation

framework to report…it’s not like we were using CFIR

[Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research] or

whatever. PARIHS [Promoting Action on Research

Implementation in Health Services], whatever. We were

reporting the things that were done. (Evaluator, EWI-M)

However, other participants felt RE-AIM wasn’t as useful

as other potential models that might have been chosen, such as

the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research

(CFIR) mentioned above (12). Areas of assessment that

participants cited as difficult to capture with RE-AIM included

reductions or improvements in certain clinical outcomes,

initiative development, impact on quality of life, and for training

EWIs, impact on individual Veterans, among others.

Other participants described RE-AIM as less flexible for the

type of work EWIs did. This was particularly salient feedback

given that the umbrella ORH EWI program includes such a wide

variety of initiatives, healthcare issues, and settings. For example,

despite RE-AIM’s origins in health promotion interventions, a

participant shared, “I think that the RE-AIM process has some

challenges in regards to health care and flexibility. I don’t think

it is as fluid as, and captures that flexibility of, health care

[where] you have to, like, adapt on the spot” (Field-based Lead,

EWI-S). This participant went on to say they would prefer a

model whose flexibility reflected that required by the healthcare
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setting. Another participant interviewed represented a training

focused EWI that was already using a different model specifically

designed to evaluate training programs and felt it worked well

for them. That participant described feeling initially resistant

towards RE-AIM and noted that it took the involvement of a

third party to “get us to wrap our heads around RE-AIM and

how, you know, that framework can support a training initiative

like ours” (Field-based Lead, EWI-R).

While most participants did not have a different framework in

mind, a few shared that they would have preferred to use CFIR

because it provided a much broader array of dimensions to

examine and report on. A participant shared, “…we actually

originally wrote our report using CFIR because it literally gave us

a better way to describe what was happening” (Evaluator, EWI-

D/EWI-E). A participant representing another EWI shared that

they had previously used the Practical, Robust Implementation

and Sustainability Model domains and proposed its use in

combination with RE-AIM to provide deeper insight into EWIs’

activities (13). Other models or frameworks that participants

described using in their EWI or prior work included Promoting

Action on Research Implementation in Health Services

(PARIHS), the Kirkpatrick Model of Training Evaluation (14),

and the Knowledge to Action Framework (15, 16).

And the framework that we used in writing the QUERI

evaluation plan…is called the Knowledge to Action

Framework. And it’s a framework for…when you’re

evaluating in the middle of a program and…using that

evaluation to influence the implementation and then kind of

fitting that information back into your evaluation, which

feeds back into the program… (Field-based Lead, EWI-C)

Notwithstanding these reservations, many did feel that RE-

AIM was ultimately useful, even if they had not yet reaped its

full benefits at this point in their implementation process. One

PO lead, after describing its limitations, noted, “But it still gave

us a good framework to work from” (Program Office Lead, EWI-

B). Another participant shared, “…no framework is perfect but

RE-AIM is fairly simple to understand and reasonable to kind of

organize by, so I like it” (Field-based Lead, EWI-K). A third said,

“I think it has value” (Evaluator, EWI-L). Participants also

described how their perceptions of RE-AIM’s utility became

more positive over time and how it might be more beneficial as

both their individual EWI and the ORH EWI program evolve.

An example of this came from an Evaluator who spoke about

the “tools” (i.e., a record, or shared knowledge, of the

implementation strategies used by all EWIs program-wide)

resulting from CEEWI’s review of annual reports:

…when you look at RE-AIM, you can kind of see the pieces of

the evaluation. How they fit into various aspects of RE-AIM.

And I think that as the program evolves, I think where RE-

AIM will be helpful is…[it] kinda gives us an index of how

to find other tools…and also kind of how to talk about our

work…in kind of like this common language with people

who are outside of the program. (Evaluator, EWI-C)
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Participants emphasized that the training they had received to

date has been important in helping them to understand RE-AIM

and view the framework more positively but noted the need for

additional training going forward. Training mentioned in

interviews was delivered by CEEWI and other participants who

had more experience in implementation science and evaluation.

An exchange between two participants from the same EWI

highlighted how this process helped them:

Field-based Lead: …I’ll be entirely honest, RE-AIM was new to

me…I attended your training call, which was really helpful, and

[EWI-C Evaluator] has been instrumental in just helping…me

to understand the different parts of the RE-AIM…

Program Office Lead: I was just gonna echo [Field-based Lead]

…I just think breaking everything down into the categories,

um, just the utilization of the format was different but I

think once we really got into the evaluation mindset, it was

very effective. And I agree, it’s been really helpful to have

our evaluation partners to talk through it with. (EWI-C)

Furthermore, despite a substantial proportion of annual reports

that included incorrectly labeled sections in FY19 (ranging from

21.7–60.9% across dimensions), we noted improvements in

EWIs’ application of RE-AIM in FY20 after CEEWI provided

training and introduced the standardized evaluation template (see

Figure 2). The chart in Figure 2 illustrates a trend that was not

statistically significant, likely due to sample size. For example,

Effectiveness was incorrectly labeled in 60.9% of reports in FY19,

then dropped to 39.3% in FY20. Reach dropped dramatically

from 52.2% in FY19 to 35.7% in FY20, which may be

attributable to the confusion between Adoption and Reach

described by interview participants. Adoption also decreased over

the 2-year timespan (from 43.5 in FY19 to 35.7% in FY20).

Maintenance and Implementation were relatively stable with a

slight decrease from 21.7 to 21.4% and a slight increase from

21.7%–25.0%, respectively.
4 Discussion

In selecting RE-AIM to structure the evaluation process for its

EWI program, ORH created two important opportunities. First, the

opportunity to study the integration of a shared implementation

science framework across diverse EWIs and settings within the

same healthcare system. And second, to examine the role of an

evaluation partnership with an entity such as CEEWI that

provides assessment, training, and consultation on evaluation

planning and related questions. Having begun in late 2019,

CEEWI’s work is still in early stages. However, through

interviews and ongoing systematic review of annual reports, we

have engaged in an iterative process to assess the impact of

standardizing evaluation reporting and updating RE-AIM

guidance, to identify EWI outcomes and implementation

strategies, to provide feedback to EWIs, and to discern training

needs around the RE-AIM framework.
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Following two decades of use, RE-AIM has recently been the

focus of discussion and re-evaluation, including a 20-year review

published by Glasgow et al., commentary by the national

working group, and a special Frontiers in Public Health issue on

novel applications and emerging directions (4, 5, 17). This re-

evaluation of RE-AIM has provided an opportunity to more

comprehensively examine perceptions (and misconceptions)

around RE-AIM noted in the literature, and to consider its

applications in the future. Important points of discussion have

included RE-AIM’s expanding use in clinical (vs. public health)

and other settings, increasing focus on cost and sustainability,

assessment of adaptations, and the use of rapid and qualitative

approaches to RE-AIM (4, 18–20). In the past, researchers have

highlighted patterns in misapplication of RE-AIM dimensions

across the literature and noted that it is rare for studies to report

on all dimensions (6). More recently, however, has been a trend

calling for more pragmatic approaches to RE-AIM (4, 7, 21).

Participants in this study shared several misconceptions about

RE-AIM that have been previously noted in the literature, including

that RE-AIM is primarily an evaluation framework; that it

cannot be used iteratively; that it is focused on implementation

and evaluation but does not account for planning, different

implementation stages, or sustainment; and that all dimensions

must be used (8). Of note, participants discussed as a limitation

that RE-AIM did not adequately capture context but few

mentioned the Practical, Robust Implementation and Sustainability

Model, a framework developed to examine the impact of context

on outcomes reported under RE-AIM dimensions; an issue that

has been noted elsewhere in the literature (18, 22). Aside from

misconceptions, participants in our study also echoed previous

studies in describing challenges differentiating between dimensions

—particularly Reach and Adoption—and operationalizing RE-AIM

for their specific programs, as well as the difficulty of collecting

metrics across all dimensions (19, 21). These perceptions are

supported by our systematic review of annual reports as well as

CEEWI’s own experiences in providing technical support to EWIs.

However, our findings also suggest that when used consistently

over time within a funding program and when combined with

training, participants’ application of RE-AIM and understanding

of its dimensions can improve. Our participants described

developing more positive views of RE-AIM over time, as they

learned to better apply it to their own initiatives and contexts

due to training and experience. In their recent article

highlighting the importance of increased comprehension of

theories, models, and frameworks, Smith and Harden explicitly

note the wide variety of resources on RE-AIM available for

reference including a website created by the framework’s authors

(http://www.re-aim.org/) (23, 24). The Planning and Evaluation

Questions for Initiatives Intended to Produce Public Health

Impact document, available on RE-AIM.org, is another useful

tool for pre-implementation use. Our study points to the need

for CEEWI to develop additional training on program-specific

applications of RE-AIM. Furthermore, while four of five

incorrectly labeled RE-AIM dimensions did improve from the

FY19 to the FY20 EWI annual reports, one did not. This

indicates that in multi-year funding programs, there may be
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benefits to ongoing training, particularly as funded projects

onboard or sunset.

Finally, we also found that some participants did have an interest

in using other metrics, models, or frameworks, and we recognize

that each has its own strengths and weaknesses (22, 25). Given

their unique focus, for example, we have considered the use of

supplementary models and frameworks for training focused EWIs

in the future. However, our findings suggest that perceptions of

misalignment with a shared framework may not in fact be a

symptom of poor fit, but rather highlight the challenges that occur

in operationalizing a shared framework across diverse initiatives

and contexts. These challenges may be mitigated through

dedicated efforts such as communicating a shared understanding

of RE-AIM, developing standardized tools, and responding to

concerns about the applicability of the shared framework with

timely training and support. CEEWI is now working to improve

how it delivers training and technical assistance to EWIs, and to

improve reporting and guidance documents. As one example, we

have revised the reporting template on an annual basis to help to

support and improve consistent reporting.
4.1 Limitations

This evaluation had several limitations. First, we used purposive

sampling to recruit individuals likely to provide in-depth

information related to the evaluation goals and all participants

worked in the VHA healthcare system. Researchers and

practitioners who use RE-AIM in healthcare interventions outside

the VHA EWI program may have different experiences. Also,

program office and field-based leads were more difficult to reach

during interview recruitment than evaluators, who are

comparatively overrepresented in our sample. This was in part due

to the clinical demands placed on healthcare personnel and

administrators early in the COVID-19 pandemic. Attempts to

recruit participants from one EWI whose funding was coming to

an end were unsuccessful. Furthermore, the alignment between

RE-AIM and EWIs’ activities was neither an initial focus of the

interviews nor of our annual report analyses. More systematic data

collection on this topic in the future would benefit our

understanding of EWIs use of RE-AIM. Finally, we conducted

interviews during the first nine months of the COVID-19

pandemic, a time when EWIs dealt with unique implementation

challenges that may have influenced their perceptions of RE-AIM.

In recent years, some EWIs have published on their experiences

with RE-AIM; these publications may address some of the

limitations and gaps in our own work (26–38). Despite these

limitations, we feel the unique context occupied by CEEWI and the

EWI program makes it worth sharing these findings.
4.2 Conclusions

While the selectionof a shared implementation science framework

across the EWI program had many benefits, it also came with

challenges given the diverse initiatives and contexts in which EWI
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team members worked. In this study, we found that some

participants identified challenges in aligning the RE-AIM framework

with their EWI activities, and that this misalignment was also

reflected in EWI annual reports. As we learn through the integration

of RE-AIM, future programs considering integrating a shared

implementation science model or framework for evaluation across

disparate sites should consider the importance of establishing a

common understanding of the framework, operationalize RE-AIM

dimension definitions for their specific program, and assess both

formative and ongoing training needs to best equip sites for success.
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